Radial Radiation De-Activates Granulocytes

Mysterious radiation from Kildare Laboratories has sterilized 25 graduate studentines and arrested the annals of science near by. Exposure was marked today by the Institute Health Center.

It's Exploded

An explosion, caused by the uncontrollable addition of a box of snap-poppy breakfast food to the new granulocytes being built within the laboratories, was believed to be the cause of the unknown radiation.

Health center workers and in situ granulocytes are working on a "rationalization" program for the twenty-five unproductive students using guinea pig and rabbit gland extract.

Effects Spreading

Authorities fear that secondary effects of the explosion may be spreading casualties citing three mummified students and Scripps college.

God, East!

The statue of Apollo was last seen hoisting itself on U.S. High Way 80.

Commissar Cox's Message To Loyal Red Supporters

Supporters, do your duty! We have been attacked by the treacherous, despoil beer-drinking capitalist Athenaeum troops, and their paid henchmen from Dole and Lilly. Attempts to stop the Axis plan on the residents of Palos Verdes Estates where they have been drinking alcohol and dehumanizing our local beer. The people of Palos Verdes Estates are opposed to this.

Please stand together and face this attack on our freedom of the press. We are facing a similar attack from the United States Department of Commerce, and we must stand together!

We must go on to Palos Verdes Estates and stop this attack on our freedom of the press. We must stand together and face this attack on our freedom of the press.

注意事项
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The SQUARES' CIRCLE

Big Problem

Dear Sir,

I have heard much of your "sympathetic sympathy" and as it is with complete confidence that I present my problem to you. Next year I shall be faced with a situation unparalleled in the history of Plucker House. After we have a movement of opposition which threatens the safety of Plucker House and the sanity of Galney House in that the members have expressed a desire to seal off the members of both Houses.

It seems that the members of the Plank, through which all Annie flowers, have been strengthened in the course of the uncertain room make-up, by the discovery of Sunraver, Sunraver, Sunraver, and Sunravers, whose dissatisfaction with the democracy of Plucker House has long been apparent. The "red" label of this "herd" of nonconformists have not them to believe that it is a perfectly possible and practical and practical and practical to hold a partition at both ends of the Plank, effectively shutting off their connection to Galney and Plucker.

They propose to buy a new panel of glass from Lucky Lager in Aniss to their association, and sell all said panel with said Lucky Lager to a degree of Uncle Fred, said liquid to provide all assistance for their sale. As when we pleased as to hypnosis, the scene anomalies hurriedly stated that since they never took each way, being three deep to bear would prove to be unfeasible. In view of the fact that I am the official head of Plucker House I feel the responsibility of seeing to the cultural splintering of the inhabitants of the Plank, it is with great distance that I relay these second facts to you.

Please Mr. Plunket, won't you help me out, and tell me how I can bring these misguided souls back into the fold of Plucker House?

Sincerely,

Fred Print

SESS REND

Dear Editor,

Yesterday I saw a flying saucer. It was red.

Name withheld by request.

HAND WORK

Dear Ed,

Why don't you print the truth if you can get it now and then? Last week you printed an Ed that said that a man who wears glasses could get on an I.F. phonograph, if he worked hard. I worked hard but I only get a I. Why don't you stop writing staff that isn't true?

T. R.

Entropism And You!

By Hershfeldt

In this continually entropic age we citizens must arm ourselves with the most advanced scientific theory in the never-ending battle against Entropy Increase. Written at the time of War, this study is implored on each citizen to work hard enough to halt the unstoppable progress offered to the Entropy, the Party, and its founder, Karmen Magnus.

When Kurzun Magnus first showed his awareness of increasing Entropy to Fleming and the universe, the greatest minds could comprehend the enormous problem of the Chicagoans through Inevitable Processes.

Today our whole society is the offspring of Entropy Increase. One of the first impacts of Kurzun Magnus was the Increase of Value. Assured. That breakfast has increased in value than it was before, it became evident that this would increase to beyond belief. For that is the loss effort is required to achieve the Moral State with even more than beer. It is only through the obscurantism and foolish metaphysics of the reactionary beer drinkers that we destroy the efficacy of effort, and insist on perpetuating ourselves and crossing Entropy.

For this iniquity they must now be prohibited and shown the true ideological content of Mental Entropy. The theory that the moral mind is so intransigent, we shall be forced to regulate them.

New Entropy Block

Dr. L. C. M. K. Smith, a professor of Entropy before the Lesser Academy of Social Entropy, outlined your day plan whereby the average red can easily arrest Entropy Increase, and thus serve Moral Theodoreanisms in a positive manner.

With the increasing warmth of June, a repaired and newly designed scheme amongst the masses is essential. It was pointed out that the sun's rays in falling on the earth cause an invisible immoral Entropy Increase. Since the moral human body is normally greater than that of the ground, the energetic increase would be less falling on the body.

Therefore, man is overall bound to lie out in the sun. Lower Lower Lower

There's a new and faster way to handle Long Distance calls. Made possible by new electronic switching equipment, it's called operator toll dialing.

You give the Long Distance operator the number you want. On keys before he at the switchboard menu to your circuit out your call. In instant response, the new equipment takes over. It speeds your call to the distant city and rings your telephone you want. Just like that.

Toll dialing now reaches some 800 cities and more and more will be added until the network is nationwide. It's a part of the effort to make your telephone service better and cheaper, and within the reach of everyone.

HILL TELEPHONE SYSTEM

Making long distance SHORTER

SPRING’S HERE

SWIM WEAR • SPORTS WEAR...

AT YOUR COLLEGE SHOP

881 E. Colorado

FOOTBALL TROUSER

Shop

Open Mon. & Fri. Nights

Men's Distinctive Fashions

BASE PASSIONS ALLEVIATED

Young Man Cured by Novel Hypnotherapeutic Means

J. D. Quackenbus, M.D.

My methods are simple, quite effective and the patient in the young man above who came to Tech clinic from a Tricoma gin mill, but was soon corrected by women of the street until passed into consciousness became a passion with him. I devised during this after period to the removal of the cause of the coma and the construction of moral bliss through hypnotic suggestion.

The patient was cold to receive any alteration. He was instructed to resist solicitation on the streets, and assured that his infatuation was in control of and that his animal instinct was subjected to it.

The thought of honorable marriage with a pure woman, who would be in sympathy with his aim and help him in his life work, was made to take the place of the desire for compromising with low shopkeepers.

Worthy ambitions were suggested, assurance that he could make the efforts he was engaged in, and would develop intellectually along the lines he had chosen, with the result of working a positive interest in his looks and an ability to overcome the difficulties of higher aesthetics and notions. The tremendous influence it was able to bring Nonsensical and a bright young mind diversified.

Hundreds of persons have been brought into control of their animal passions by suggestions embodying the following philosophy, and given contemporaneously with any other fragment they may be indicated:

The physical process which has been long depressed and corrupted your mental life is removed, and cure in permanence.

Your mind will acquire great power over the acting thoughts which have occurred in it since cause: what is useful and noble and beneficial in mental life. The reason why will be strengthened and strengthened, and spiritual expressions will characterize the actions of your deliberate thoughts.

So living, you are sure to attain that insight of intimate mind to the spiritual life expressed in your words, "Blessed are you in heart, for you shall see God."

For consultation, Dr. Quackenbus may be reached by appointment at the Health Center.

- (ed.)
GAD!
People grapping
Cocktail glasses
Stand in grapping
Teenage masses.
People, smoking.
People drinking.
Contacting, cooking
Getting grapping.
Some deliberately
Being left fried.
Some completely
Outfitted.
Liquor spilling.
Trousers sagging.
Steady walking.
Booths dropping.
Glasses falling.
On the floor.
People calling.
"Deep some more.
"Bodily steaming.
Moral exclaiming
Women screaming.
Fires raging.
Heavy smoking
Air is thick.
Some one creaking
"No more liquor.
What? What? No
more liquor....
People snickering.
No more liquor?
Let's be leaving.
No more drinking.
Crowds leaving.
What a striking
Party this is.

Cold War Turns Hot: Threatens
S-H Ice Cream

A usually reliable source from the student house steam tunnels
inserts that the long stagnant
cold war between ice cream fanatics
on campus may at last be over.
In some isolated sectors, actual fighting is reported
to have broken out.

The most recent flare-up has
been due to the entrance of a newcomer on the dairy-produce
scene, with Fred Pfeifer, Blacker's
inordinately insignificant innovating
new ice cream to the house-
brickle broccoli.

AndArms

In a daring attempt to conquer
the market, instead of merely
selling this ice cream for less
than his competitors, he offers
a quart of left-over Arms (left over-
left over from a daily dinner) with
each purchase free.

Violently opposed to such
commercial tactics is Leftist (Red,
Communist) Standing O’Barry.
He stated in an exclusive interview:
"What a revolting develop-
ment this is! Mr. Pfeifer is
a man of a few words.

(To be continued.
"No more liquor."
What? What? No
more liquor....
People snickering.
No more liquor?
Let's be leaving.
No more drinking.
Crowds leaving.
What a striking
Party this is.

You May Be Accepted for an Early
U.S. Air Force Aviation Cadet Class Training

If you are a college graduate, married or single, between the ages of 20
and 26 1/2 and physically and morally qualified, you may be
accepted for assignment in the U. S. Air Force Aviation Cadet classes
starting in late summer or early fall.

You get a well-planned course, valued at $35,000 . . . this includes about
275 hours of flight training, and the finest aviation education and execu-
tive training in the world.

Win your wings and then start a career with a future...

College men are today’s leaders of the U. S. Air
Force. With new and complex aircraft and equip-
ment being developed, scientific research becomes
more and more important, increasing the need for
college-trained men.

As a college graduate you will have an unlimited future in aviation fields of personnel manage-
ment, operations, material, supply, research and development.

It’s a year of learning, flying and time for recreation
with a hand-picked top-string team of Americans.

Upon assignment to an Aviation Cadet class you
will be sent to one of the U.S. Air Force bases
in Texas for the world’s finest aviation training.

Here you will receive about 175 hours of flying
instruction in the Texas T-6 trainer plus an ex-
tensive course in aviation education and execu-
tive training. Navigation, fuels, radio, weather,араметers of the subject you take will take.
During this training period you’ll find plenty of
hard, fast action to keep you fit and trim—
the best athletic facilities are available. Upon com-
pleting your training, you will have your silver wings
and receive a Reserve commission as second lieu-
tenant in the U. S. Air Force. Outstanding gradu-
ates receive Regular commissions upon graduation.

GAD!
How old is you?
"Ah, live. How old is you?
"Ah don’t know.

"Vo don’t know how old you let.

"Nope.

"Does women bother you?

"Nope.

"Yes by.

"Pa, tell me how you proposed in Mr.," requested the young
hush.

"Well, sir, I remember it was like this. We was sitting on
the sofa one night at your home and she leased over and whit-
pered in my ear.

"I said, "Like hell you are."

"Next day we was marryin.
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U.S. ARMY and U.S. AIR FORCE RECRUITING SERVICE

If you can meet the high standards required of candidates
for officer training, there’s a real future for you in the U.S. Air
Force. College graduates are needed for positions of
responsibility in non-flying assignments... transportation,
communications, engineering, research and other fields. That’s why
the Air Force is offering qualified, ambitious men and women
with college training an opportunity to prepare for leader-
ship in the air age.

WIN YOUR WINGS

U.S. AIR FORCE

Single or married man with two years of college (or who
pass an equivalent examination) between ages of 20 and
30, with high physical and moral qualifications accepted.
To apply, write: "Air Force Recruiting Station," United States
Air Force, Attention Aviation Cadet Branch, Washington, D.C.
Phlegming Sports

Techlacerossmen
Take Oxy Team

The Engineer Lacrosse men walked off with their eleventh straight conference title Sunday with a slugging win over Oxy to the tune of 11-6. That great playing coach Twigg Bradly was sensational at attacking evening five goals.

Numa Vasi was a demon at the fence with his Beirut stick play.

Never was such close checking seen on the field of friendly clout.

"Eight" Cuse dit right well, he shrank three pins.

The pride and joy of Hollywood, Tom "Kid Dynamite" front the hit hitjachts. A lunch for All-American is that Bruce Dick Libbey.

With the tremendous interest that is as installed on the Tech campus, no threat is expected from usually weak conference schools.

The Warm-Seetz Co.

Proudly Presents

The Warm-Seetz Co.

THE WARM-SEETZ
SLIMLINE

See this Miracle of Modern Engineering today! The new, All New, SLIMLINE is the finest, most luxurious model ever made by WARM-SEETZ. Wider inside. Taller inside.捂 warmer outside. Taller inside. MORE HEAD ROOM! The only model into which you step down to enter.

The patented new auto-filts heat suspension guarantees your permanent comfort.

And the Men, will love the new, tasteful interior of the SLIMLINE, designed by that world famous interior decorator Deje Coup. All interior hardware is hand rubbed nickel, in your choice of blond, traverse, or nickel.

Cabinets carrying handles make the TOURIST handy anytime. Each room equipped with a special mumbo cover lighter and a post-hole digger.

For Year In, Year Out Quality

THE WARM-SEETZ
SENTINEL

The famous of quality for fifty years, the SENTINEL has impressed its sturdy, all-brick construction into the nation's homes: "BUILT LIKE A BUCK WARM-SEETZ," for permanent construction, insist on the SENTINEL.

Frost Refuse Bowl; "Bah!" Says Preisler

Victory Over Altadena Not Held To Indicate Superior Strength

"Boo!" said Dabney's Jerry Don Roye. "How will the great-big great-kitties of Tech. Master Minds ever know to what great heights their great-grandpups soared on the field of dripping alvino alvino and dirty news bleachers if crew contests are withheld from interscholastic competition?"

Put before the faculty in 77, beerMonitor in basic tenants, thereby doomed interscholal contests to a wet death. "But," maintain modern gunners, "modern design has been shown upon the invariable factor of narrow-necked containers, making possible tumblers and prominent men's clubs.

When asked what his ideas were on this year's crew, "Dabner," said his Altadena's brother, "but was makin' at all, to say nothing of the crew. Friends have seen, spending two years in the sixth grade.

"Blue Figures" Willie Wire, "it was really nothing for the crew to go through that line and put the game on by fall­ing on the quarterback's trip, 13 yards before a goal post. I at­tributed my success to clever lin­emen and a same sex fate.

"Token Tree Presents" the first nine men who play in the Bowl will most likely have a better tower than the Altadena squad. I vote yes!

Democratic throughout, Smil­ly jealously said, "I'm an Altadena in spirit, but last year he at­tacked his team and emerged with next year, the startling statement that his answer to future offers for Bowl competition will be a wholehearted "Nop.""

FLASH: The offers of the Waren Coast's top sportsmen, including California Tech, announced last week, were to be bonged by editor for the moment. The editor has also passed on opinions on the possibles on the paper page. It has been stated that although a few Butler has nothing on Bob, Butler otherwhe would any other rival remain limited.

Caltech Track Records

Korey Wells

100 Yards: 10.2 (Pasadena June 27, 1961)
220 Yards: 24.0 (Laguna Beach July 19, 1961)
880 Yards: 2:01.0 (Pasadena June 27, 1961)
1 Mile: 4:38.2 (Laguna Beach July 19, 1961)
440 Yards: 55.4 (Pasadena June 27, 1961)
Hurdles: 440 Yards: 55.4 (Laguna Beach July 19, 1961)
Long Jump: 22.0 (Pasadena June 27, 1961)
High Jump: 6' 9" (Pasadena June 27, 1961)
Wide Jump: 23' 3" (Laguna Beach July 19, 1961)

Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Roeder, 910 9th Colorado St., Pasadena, Calif.

Note: The Warm-Seetz Co. Has Openings for Bright College Graduates.
The hotel manager discovered the game had departed without paying his bill so he wrote him saying: "My dear Mr. Black: Will you please send us the amount of your bill, and obliges," etc.

He returned mail came this amiable letter: "Dear Sir: The amount of my bill was $12.25. Happy to be of service. Yours very truly."

God!

"If you want a Milder Cigarette it's CHESTFIELD That's why it's My Cigarette"  
Anne Baxter  
STARRING IN  
"YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING"  
A 20TH CENTURY-FOOTLIGHT PRODUCTION  

The TOP MEN of AMERICA'S SPORTS smoke CHESTFIELD  
"Chesterfield is my idea of a milder smoke, much wider. That's why it's my cigarette,"  
Lloyd Mangrum  

The Best Cigarette for YOU to Smoke  

Tops with the Top Stars in Hollywood and with Colleges too—
MORE COLLEGE STUDENTS SMOKE CHESTFIELD THAN ANY OTHER CIGARETTE... by latest national survey

"For the Best in Corsages  
SEE THE  
LAKE FLORISTS  
104 SOUTH LAKE AVENUE  
Call SYcamore 3-8003  
Open Evenings  

"always BuC CHESTFIELD  

Copyright 1957, 1958 by Chesterfield Cigarette Co.